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Foreword by the EBMT President

Anna Sureda reflects on the EBMT’s achievements and milestones of the past year. This comprehensive report encapsulates our journey towards excellence in Science, Education and Patient Care.

The year 2023 marked a significant milestone for the EBMT as a scientific Society. In August 2023, EBMT proudly unveiled the official launch of the new EBMT Registry platform, a remarkable accomplishment resulting from years of dedicated teamwork (co-funded by the European Union under the EuroTraCTOR grant). This innovative platform replaced ProMISe and Castor, thereby enhancing our data management practices for a more cohesive user experience. The primary objective of the EBMT Registry remains clear: to provide EBMT members with a pool of data to perform studies, assess epidemiological trends, and ultimately enhance patient outcomes. Close collaboration between EBMT and national registries will ensure alignment with the needs and requests of users. Presently, the EBMT Registry contains data on over 700,000 patients who underwent a hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) procedure and over 8,000 patients treated with CAR T-cells. EBMT’s commitment to advancing gene therapy strategies and recognising the growing importance of haemoglobinopathies has led to the establishment of a new EBMT Working Party, the Haemoglobinopathies Working Party, which serves as the scientific and educational umbrella for all stakeholders interested in these diseases.
The activities of the GoCART Coalition in 2023 were exceptional, with a notable increase in scientific endeavours evidenced by the publication of two new manuscripts, the culmination of the third edition of scientific excellence projects, participation in numerous educational activities, and active engagement in the harmonised collection of clinical data on patients treated with gene and cellular therapies from cells and tissues of hematopoietic origin to support collaborative studies and regulatory decision-making processes.

The 2023 edition of the Annual Meeting held special significance after three consecutive years of virtual gatherings; we welcomed over 4,500 attendees in person, complemented by more than 1,200 virtual participants representing over 100 countries. The newly formed EBMT Educational Task Force, established in 2023 and led by the Chair and Co-Chair of the Scientific Council, the Scientific Council Educational Representative, and the EBMT Medical Officer, ensures the involvement of representatives from all Working Parties, the Nurses Group, the EBMT Trainee Committee, and JACIE to develop a diverse range of educational content in HCT and cellular therapy, as well as to provide resources for professional development.

Throughout 2023, the majority of mid-sized and small educational events transitioned back to in-person formats, with attendance figures closely mirroring pre-pandemic levels. Credit is due to the highly organised and proactive Trainee Committee, which played an active role in these events. Special mention must be made of the EBMT- EHA 5th European CAR T-cell Meeting held in Rotterdam in February 2023, which achieved resounding success, establishing our organisations as leaders in hosting the most significant and widely attended conference in Europe within this field. Furthermore, EBMT and the ASTCT solidified their strategic collaboration in education by hosting the 2nd Joint ASTCT-EBMT Basic and Translational Scientific Meeting in Sitges, Spain, in February 2023, and the ASTCT-EBMT 6th International Conference on Relapse After Transplant and Cellular Therapy (HSCT²) in Los Angeles in November 2023. Each event provided an excellent platform for young researchers and trainees to present their work and engage with leaders in the field.

The year 2023 also marked a turning point for accreditation and benchmarking efforts. JACIE received 97 applications, representing approximately a 30% increase compared to 2022. The number of inspections conducted rose to 77, the second-highest in JACIE's history (2019: 78 inspections), signalling a return to pre-pandemic levels of activity. Moreover, the number of accredited centres reached 68 in the past
year, compared to 15 in 2022 and 27 in 2021. JACIE's robust activities in 2023 included organising three training courses for inspectors, training 55 new inspectors, hosting a year-round webinar series, launching a new JACIE Inspector Handbook at the 2023 Annual Meeting, and enhancing inspector incentives by offering 72 grants for JACIE inspectors to attend the 50th Annual Meeting of the EBMT. Additionally, in collaboration with the Quality Manager Committee, JACIE developed a new, online, easily accessible accreditation preparation course aimed at boosting the confidence of centre staff in preparing for and undergoing JACIE inspections. The benchmarking project progressed steadily, thanks to the persistent dedication of various stakeholders, with the release of EBMT Benchmarking reports covering the period from 2017 to 2021 in November 2023.

The tireless efforts of the EBMT Nurses Group were evident in a variety of activities. These included the release of the 2nd edition of the EBMT Textbook for Nurses, the 15th Educational Meeting of the EBMT Nurses Group, which brought together 47 faculty members as well as patients, nurses, physicians, physiotherapists, and engineers from academic and clinical settings spanning 13 different countries. Furthermore, 2023 saw the establishment of the Nurses Next Generation Group, aimed at fostering a community for early-career Transplant and Cell Therapy nurses, and the launch of a new EBMT podcast for Nurses titled "Blood Matters".

I extend my profound gratitude to all stakeholders: the EBMT Board, the chairs of the Working Parties and Committees, the EBMT centre members and individual members, the EBMT staff, and our partners, whose generosity and selflessness facilitated our remarkable progress in 2023. Without your unwavering support, none of these achievements would have been possible. I eagerly anticipate sharing many more milestones and celebrating EBMT’s 50th anniversary with our exceptional community in 2024!

Until we meet again!

Anna Sureda

EBMT President
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Science
Following the challenging COVID-19 lockdown period, EBMT has intensified its commitment to continually advance the delivery of excellence in scientific research and education, both in the traditional but necessary face-to-face setting and in the online format... Read more.

**Working Parties Activity Reports**

- Severe Aplastic Anaemia Working Party (SAAWP)
- Autoimmune Diseases Working Party (ADWP)
- Acute Leukaemia Working Party (ALWP)
- Cellular Therapy and Immunobiology Working Party (CTIWP)
- Infectious Diseases Working Party (IDWP)
- Inborn Errors Working Party (IEWP)
Lymphoma Working Party (LWP)
Paediatric Diseases Working Party (PDWP)
Chronic Malignancies Working Party (CMWP)
Transplant Complications Working Party (TCWP)
Haemoglobinopathies Working Party (HWP)

More in science

EBMT Publications
EBMT Transplant Activity Survey
EBMT Registry
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Education
For the EBMT’s Education and Events Department, 2023 was a very exciting year, full of new projects, and the first in-person editions of the Annual Meeting and the European CAR T-cell Meeting since the pandemic. In 2023, the greatly anticipated new EBMT Registry was launched, as did the training e-courses for National Registries, data managers, and EBMT Staff ... Read more.

Educational activities

49th Annual Meeting of the EBMT
Educational Events
E-Learning: Webinars, e-courses, podcasts
EBMT Annual Report
Improving the care of our patients is a critical objective of the EBMT. We believe in empowering, advocating and amplifying the interests of patients, survivors, and caregivers worldwide. Be sure to catch up on the activities of the Nurses Group, JACIE and the GoCART Coalition throughout this past year.

**Patient Care & Advocacy Initiatives**

[EBMT Nurses Group Activity Report 2023](#)
[Highlights of the JACIE's Activities](#)
Financial Report & Highlights 2023

Never in the nearly 50 years of EBMT’s existence its financial resilience has been tested more than in the past couple of years. Major challenges to the Society imposed by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic and the war in Ukraine were absorbed without significant impact on its financial situation...Read more

See the Financial Report

Our Society

Our Mission, Vision & Values
Membership 2023
Organisational Structure 2023
Financial Report & Highlights 2023
EBMT Partners 2023
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